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Scope

1.1 Introduction and Purpose
This document presents non-data transmission requirements for clients that leverage Integrated
Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) Patient Care Device (PCD) Health Level Seven (IHE PCD HL7) for
clinical data transmission. It includes requirements for the clients to leverage the foundational
requirements such as identities, provisioning flow, access network connectivity etc. It also specifies
how traffic is secured using Transport Layer Security (TLS) with proven industry standard
encryption and message authentication algorithms. These security features help protect against
client spoofing, unauthorized access, information disclosure, and tampering.

1.2 Requirements
Throughout this document, the words that are used to define the significance of particular
requirements are capitalized. These words are:

"SHALL"

This word means that the item is an absolute requirement of this
specification.

"SHALL NOT"

This phrase means that the item is an absolute prohibition of this
specification.

"SHOULD"

This word means that there may exist valid reasons in particular
circumstances to ignore this item, but the full implications should be
understood and the case carefully weighed before choosing a different
course.

"SHOULD NOT"

This phrase means that there may exist valid reasons in particular
circumstances when the listed behavior is acceptable or even useful, but the
full implications should be understood and the case carefully weighed before
implementing any behavior described with this label.

"MAY"

This word means that this item is truly optional. One vendor may choose to
include the item because a particular marketplace requires it or because it
enhances the product, for example; another vendor may omit the same item.
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References

2.1 Normative References
In order to claim compliance with this specification, it is necessary to conform to the following
standards and other works as indicated, in addition to the other requirements of this specification.
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Notwithstanding, intellectual property rights may be required to use or implement such normative
references.
All references are subject to revision, and parties to agreement based on this specification are
encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the documents
listed below.
[IETF-RFC5246]

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol Version 1.2
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5246

[IETF-RFC5289]

TLS Elliptic Curve Cipher Suites with SHA-256/384 and AES Galois Counter
Mode (GCM), August 2008
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5289

[IETF-RFC5288]

AES Galois Counter Mode (GCM) Cipher Suites for TLS
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5288

[IETF-RFC5280]

Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate and Certificate
Revocation List (CRL) Profile
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5280

[IETF-RFC6960]

X.509 Internet Public Key Infrastructure Online Certificate Status Protocol OCSP
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6960

[IETF-RFC6961]

“The Transport Layer Security (TLS) Multiple Certificate Status Request
Extension”, IETF RFC, June 2013
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6961

[FIPS-140-2]

Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules, FIPS 140-2, May 25,
2001.
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips140-2/fips1402.pdf

[CMI-SP-F-ID]

Identity
https://medicalinteroperability.org/specifications

[CMI-SP-F-PF]

Provisioning Flows
https://medicalinteroperability.org/specifications

[CMI-SP-F-ASUM]

Automated Secure Update and Management Framework
https://medicalinteroperability.org/specifications
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[CMI-SP-F-ASUMMEM-DMC]

ASUM Solution for IHE PCD Clients Using MEM DMC

[CMI-SP-CDI-IHEPCD-SSE]

Clinical Data Interoperability Based on IHE PCD – Semantics, Syntax, and
Encoding

https://medicalinteroperability.org/specifications

https://medicalinteroperability.org/specifications
[IHE-PCD-MEMDMC]

Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) Medical Equipment Management
(MEM) Device Management Communication (DMC)
https://www.ihe.net/uploadedFiles/Documents/PCD/IHE_Suppl_PCD_MEMDMC.pdf

2.2 Informative References
This specification uses the following informative reference.
[CMI-DOC-TD]

Terms and Definitions
https://medicalinteroperability.org/specifications

[CMI-TROVERVIEW]

Foundational & Clinical Data Interoperability Efforts Overview

[CMI-SP-F-CP]

Certificate Policy

https://medicalinteroperability.org/specifications

https://medicalinteroperability.org/specifications

2.3 Reference Acquisition
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•

Center for Medical Interoperability, 8 City Boulevard, Suite 203 | Nashville, TN 37209;
Phone +1-615-257-6410; https://medicalinteroperability.org/

•

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Secretariat, 48377 Fremont Blvd., Suite 117,
Fremont, California 94538, USA, Phone: +1-510-492-4080, Fax: +1-510-492-4001,
https://www.ietf.org

•

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 3 Park Avenue, New York, NY
10016-5997, USA Phone: +1-732-981-0060, Fax: +1-732-5621571, http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/index.html

Terms and Definitions

This specification uses the terms and definitions in [CMI-DOC-TD]
5/31/2019
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

This specification uses the following abbreviations:
AES

Advanced Encryption Standard

ASUM

Automated Secure Update Mechanism

CMI

Center For Medical Interoperability

CRL

Certificate Revocation List

DHE

Diffie-Hellman Exchange

DOC

Device Object Consumer

DOR

Device Object Reporter

ECC

Elliptic curve

ECDHE Elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman key exchange
EHR

Electronic Health Record

HL7

Health Level Seven International

IHE PCD Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise Patient Care Device
MLLP

Minimum Lower Layer Protocol

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

OCSP

Online Certificate Status Protocol

PKI

Public Key Infrastructure

RSA

Rivest–Shamir–Adleman

TLS

Transport Layer Security
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Overview

For an overview of the CMI architecture, and a separation of the foundational and clinical data
interoperability efforts, please refer to [CMI-TR-OVERVIEW]. This document is part of the clinical
data interoperability efforts and focuses on clients that support IHE PCD for clinical data
interoperability, client management and automated secure update mechanism (ASUM). It specifies
how such clients can leverage the foundational efforts and extensions to secure the transport layer.
Within the CMI architecture medical devices and gateways are collectively referred to as clients
(see: [CMI-DOC-TD]. The Current scope of the efforts focus on interfaces between clients and other
connected components, such as platform service components. The CMI foundational document set
(see: [CMI-TR-OVERVIEW]) specify the non-clinical data interfaces. These include a provisioning
flow that incorporates how a client connects to a wired or wireless access network, obtains basic
configuration (e.g., time server, service discovery parameters), discovers a client management
entity to request authorization, and connects to platform services for clinical data communications.
It also allows for the client to be directed for secure software update as required. For more
information, please refer to [CMI-SP-F-PF]. For automated and secure update mechanism (ASUM),
see [CMI-SP-F-ASUM]. For ASUM solution for clients supporting IHE PCD, see [CMI-SP-F-ASUMMEM-DMC]. Further, the client will leverage the Identity and profile requirements specified in [CMISP-F-ID]. This document specifies how these foundational documents are leveraged for secure data
interoperability. Further, for clients that support Minimum Lower Layer Protocol (MLLP) for
transport, this document provides security requirements by utilizing TLS requirements specified in
[CMI-SP-F-PF].

5/31/2019
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Requirements for Connected Components That Support IHE PCD

This section outlines requirements for clients and platform services that support IHE PCD. It relies
on requirements in foundational and other clinical data interoperability specifications.

6.1 Client Provisioning Flow
Clients that implement IHE PCD SHALL support the client provisioning flow, resiliency and
management requirements as specified in [CMI-SP-F-PF].

6.2 Identity and Secure Transport Requirements
This section specifies implementation requirements for connected components to establish a
secure TLS connection for IHE PCD HL7 messaging using MLLP. It is a assumed that the client has
obtained network access. A certificate (issued by the CMI PKI) is used for mutual authentication of
platform services and Clients. Certificate hierarchy and profile details are defined in [CMI-SP-F-CP].
Medical device manufacturers and hospital members contact The Center to register and acquire
digital certificates. This specification assumes equivalent functional behaviors from clients whether
implemented on medical devices and gateways relative to implementation of secure transport for
IHE PCD.

The following requirements rely on the following foundational specifications: [CMI-SP-F-ID] and
[CMI-SP-F-PF].
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•

Clients SHALL comply with the identity requirements as specified in [CMI-SP-F-ID]

•

Clients SHALL use TLS, specifically Interface B requirements as specified in [CMI-SP-F-PF],
Annex B for clinical data communications

•

Clients SHALL use TLS, specifically Interface B requirements as specified in [CMI-SP-F-PF],
Annex B for client management communications

•

Platform services for clinical data communications SHALL comply with the identity
requirements as specified in [CMI-SP-F-ID].

•

Platform services for clinical data communications with clients SHALL support TLS,
specifically Interface A requirements as specified in [CMI-SP-F-PF], Annex B.

•

Client management entity SHALL comply with the identity requirements as specified in
[CMI-SP-F-ID].

•

Client management entity SHALL support TLS, specifically Interface A requirements as
specified in [CMI-SP-F-PF], Annex B.

•

ASUM management entity SHALL comply with the identity requirements as specified in
[CMI-SP-F-ID].

•

ASUM management entity SHALL support TLS, specifically Interface A requirements as
specified in [CMI-SP-F-PF], Annex B.
The Center for Medical Interoperability (CMI)
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6.3 Client Management Requirements
Clients SHALL support the client management requirements as specified in [CMI-SP-F-PF]. Clients
SHALL also support the applicable client to client management entity requirements specified in
Annex A of this document.
Client management entities SHALL also support the applicable client management requirements as
specified in [CMI-SP-F-PF]. Client management entities SHALL also support the applicable client to
client management entity requirements specified in Annex A of this document.

6.4 ASUM Requirements
Clients SHALL support the ASUM requirements as specified in [CMI-SP-F-ASUM] and [CMI-SP-FASUM-MEM-DMC].
ASUM management entities SHALL support the applicable requirements as specified in [CMI-SP-FASUM] and [CMI-SP-F-ASUM-MEM-DMC].

6.5 Clinical Data Transmission Requirements
Clients supporting IHE PCD SHALL support the clinical data requirements specified in [CMI-SP-CDIIHE-PCD-SSE].

6.6 Additional Resiliency Considerations
Implementations should consider a network failure between Device Observation Reporter (DOR) to
Device Observation Consumer (DOC) or off-line condition of the (DOC). In this case the DOR
recognizes a network failure based on one or more indications of failure, including, but not limited
to (1) failure to receive a timely HL7 V2 MLLP ack or (2) receives some other indication from the
DOC, the network infrastructure, or other entity indicating that communication is not possible, or
other indication that the DOR (e.g. CIC/HIS/EMR) system has gone ‘off-line’. In this case, the
DOR SHOULD ‘store-and-forward’ the outbound messages for a user configurable period of time
(e.g. 12 hours) and transmit the information once network communication and DOR availability has
been re-established. [Although messages that stored and forwarded at a later time may not provide
‘near real-time information’ the delayed information is still useful as part of the patient record and
quality assurance on information that was manually recorded while the network and/or DOR was
unavailable.]

5/31/2019
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Annex A: Client to Client Management Entity Requirements

Client to Client Management Entity (CME) communication leverages [IHE-PCD-MEM-DMC] to
establish Client communications and exchange Minimum Connected Component Profiles (MCCP).
The [IHE-PCD-MEM-DMC] PCD-15 message containing an MCCP is sent periodically from the Client
to the CME. The CME then acknowledges the message with its own MCCP.
After basic communication is established, the CME determines whether a Client’s software needs to
be updated before proceeding. If so, the CME directs the Client to communicate with the ASUM
Management Entity [CMI-SP-F-ASUM-MEM-DMC].

7.1 Periodic PCD-15 Message with MCCP
Clients SHALL periodically send a [IHE-PCD-MEM-DMC] PCD-15 message to the Client Management
Entity (CME) containing the Minimum Connected Component Profile (MCCP). Clients SHALL use a
default periodicity of five minutes. Clients SHALL allow for this default to be modified to meet
deployment requirements. Clients SHALL use the following message structure for the MCCP:
•

OBX-3 contains 126976^MDCC4MI_ATTR_CMI_MCCP^MDC

•

OBX-5 contains the MCCP

7.2 CME Acknowledgement with MCCP
The CME SHALL acknowledge all PCD-15 messages containing MCCPs using the HL7 ACK, with their
own MCCP included in an informational error segment. The CME SHALL use the following message
structure for the acknowledgement:
• ERR-5 contains 126976^MDCC4MI_ATTR_CMI_MCCP^MDC
• ERR-7 contains the MCCP as specified in section 3

7.3 MCCP Format Negotiation
The Client and CME SHALL follow the MCCP format negotiation steps outlined in CMI-SP-F-ID. If the
CME does not support the Client's MCCP format version, the CME SHALL respond with a list of its
supported MCCP versions in a separate ERR segment in the ACK using the following message
structure:
•

ERR-5 contains 126977^MDCC4MI_ATTR_CMI_MCCP_LIST^MDC

•

ERR-7 contains the list of supported MCCP versions, separated by spaces

7.4 CME Response to Initial Communication
In response to an initial communication from a Client, the CME SHALL include an
authorized/deauthorized indication and FQDNs for the ASUM management entity and Clinical Data
Exchange, if authorized, using the following message structure:
• ERR-5 contains 126978^MDCC4MI_ATTR_CMI_CME_RESPONSE^MDC
• ERR-7 contains keyvalue pairs separated by spaces, defined in Table 2.
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Table 1

Key
Description
AUTH_STATUS Authorization
status
ASUM_HOST
FQDN of the
ASUM
Management
Entity
ASUM_PORT
ASUM
Management
Entity port
CDE_HOST
FQDN of the
Clinical Data
Exchange
CDE_PORT
Clinical Data
Exchange port

Example
AUTH_STATUS=AUTHORIZED
ASUM_HOST=asum.some_hospital.com

ASUM_PORT=2575

CDE_HOST=cde.some_hospital.com

CDE_PORT=2575

7.5 CME Configure Periodicity Command
If the periodicity of a Client’s PCD-15 message is to be configured, the CME SHALL send the
command using a separate ERR segment in the ACK. The CME SHALL use the following message
structure:
•
•
•

ERR-5 contains 126981^MDCC4MI_ATTR_CMI_CME_CMD^MDC
ERR-6 contains the unique identifier for the command
ERR-7 contains CMD=CFG_INTERVAL with the parameter in Table 2.
Table 2

Key
INTERVAL

Description
Periodicity of PCD-15, in seconds

Example
INTERVAL=300

In response to the CFG_INTERVAL command, the Client SHALL perform the reconfiguration of the
interval as requested. Clients SHALL indicate success or failure to the CME after processing the
Configure Interval command in the first PCD-15 message after the configuration change was
attempted using the corresponding management codes in CMI-SP-F-ASUM. The Client SHALL
continue to indicate success or failure of configuration command to the CME until a successful ACK
is received.

7.6 Message Structure
CME and Client acknowledgements SHALL adhere to the following restrictions beyond normal HL7
restrictions on ERR-7:
Keys cannot contain ‘=’ char
5/31/2019
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Values cannot contain ‘=’ char unless it is escaped as %3D
Values cannot contain ‘ ’ char unless it is escaped as %20
Note that ERR-7 has a maximum length of 2048.

7.7 MCCP Structure
MCCPs communicated via PCD-15 or ACK messages SHALL use the key-value pairs defined in Table
3, separated by spaces. The values in each key-value pair SHALL follow the structure defined in
[CMI-SP-F-ID].
Table 3 - MCCP Key-Value Pairs
Key

Description

Example

MCCP_VER

Minimum Connected
Component Profile
Format Version

MCCP_VER=001

CCID

Connected
Component
Identifier

CCID=[Version]:[VendorID]:[Type]:[ComponentID]

RBV

Release Bundle
Version

RBV=1.0.0

CCS

Current Component
Status

CCS=Operational

SWV

Software Version

SWV=1.0.0

MM

Make and Model

MM=CMI 4000

FCCP

Full Connected
Component Profile
URI

FCCP =https://medicalinteroperability.org/make_model_xyz

CONFIG

Connected
Component
Configuration Data
URI

CONFIG =
https://medicalinteroperability.org/make_model_xyz/config

OPT

Optional
Information

OPT=Additional Information

The notation is described below in simplified BNF:
<syntax>

::= <MCCP_VER> <parameters>

<mccp_ver>

::= “MCCP_VER”= 001 - 999

<parameters>

::= <parameter> | <parameters>
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7.8 Example Messages (Informative)
This section provides examples of PCD-15 messages with MCCPs.

7.8.1 Sample PCD-15 Message with MCCP
MSH|^~\&|CMI^001A010000000001^EUI-64||CMI HOSPITAL||201501192217130000||ORU^R01^ORU_R01|1421727433|P|2.6|||AL|NE||UNICODE UTF8|en^English^ISO639||IHE_PCD_015^IHE
PCD^1.3.6.1.4.1.19376.1.6.1.15.1^ISO
PID|1||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||Y
PV1|1|N
OBR|1|2000101^CMI 4000^001A010000000001^EUI-64|2000101^CMI
4000^001A010000000001^EUI64|126979^MDCC4MI_EVT_CMI_DEVICE_INFO^MDC|||20150119221713-0000
OBX|1|ST|126976^MDCC4MI_ATTR_CMI_MCCP^MDC|1.0.0.1|MCCP_VER=001
CCID=01:CMI:HOST:4000 RBV=1.0.0 CCS=Operational SWV=1.0.0
MM=CMI%204000 FCCP=https://medicalinteroperability.org/make_model_xyz
CONFIG=https://medicalinteroperability.org/make_model_xyz/config
OPT=Additional%20Info||||||X

7.8.2 Sample ACK with MCCP
MSH|^~\&|MgmtEntityABC||VendorXYZ ^001A010000000001^EUI64||20150119221714-0000||ACK^015^ACK|1421727433|P|2.6|||NE|NE||UNICODE
UTF-8|en^English^ISO639||IHE_PCD_015^IHE
PCD^1.3.6.1.4.1.19376.1.6.1.15.1^ISO
MSA|AA|1421727433
ERR||0^Message
Accepted^HL70357|I|126976^MDCC4MI_ATTR_CMI_MCCP^MDC||MCCP_VER=001
CCID=[Version]:[VendorID]:[Type]:[ComponentID] RBV=1.0.0
CCS=Operational SWV=1.0.0 MM=CMI%204000
FCCP=https://medicalinteroperability.org/make_model_xyz
CONFIG=https://medicalinteroperability.org/make_model_xyz/config
OPT=Additional%20Info

7.8.3 Sample ACK with Supported MCCP List
MSH|^~\&|MgmtEntityABC||VendorXYZ ^001A010000000001^EUI64||20150119221714-0000||ACK^015^ACK|1421727433|P|2.6|||NE|NE||UNICODE
UTF-8|en^English^ISO639||IHE_PCD_015^IHE
PCD^1.3.6.1.4.1.19376.1.6.1.15.1^ISO MSA|AA|1421727433
ERR||0^Message
Accepted^HL70357|I|126977^MDCC4MI_ATTR_CMI_MCCP_LIST^MDC||001 002 003
5/31/2019
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7.8.4 Sample ACK with MCCP and CME Response
MSH|^~\&|MgmtEntityABC||VendorXYZ ^001A010000000001^EUI64||20150119221714-0000||ACK^015^ACK|1421727433|P|2.6|||NE|NE||UNICODE
UTF-8|en^English^ISO639||IHE_PCD_015^IHE
PCD^1.3.6.1.4.1.19376.1.6.1.15.1^ISO
MSA|AA|1421727433
ERR||0^Message
Accepted^HL70357|I|126976^MDCC4MI_ATTR_CMI_MCCP^MDC||MCCP_VER=001
CCID=[Version]:[VendorID]:[Type]:[ComponentID] RBV=1.0.0
CCS=Operational SWV=1.0.0 MM=CMI%204000
FCCP=https://medicalinteroperability.org/make_model_xyz
CONFIG=https://medicalinteroperability.org/make_model_xyz/config
OPT=Additional%20Info
ERR||0^Message
Accepted^HL70357|I|126978^MDCC4MI_ATTR_CMI_CME_RESPONSE^MDC||AUTH_STAT
US=AUTHORIZED ASUM_HOST=asum.some_hospital.com ASUM_PORT=2575
CDE_HOST=cde.some_hospital.com CDE_PORT=2575

7.8.5 Sample ACK with MCCP and Configure Periodicity Command
MSH|^~\&|MgmtEntityABC||VendorXYZ ^001A010000000001^EUI64||20150119221714-0000||ACK^015^ACK|1421727433|P|2.6|||NE|NE||UNICODE
UTF-8|en^English^ISO639||IHE_PCD_015^IHE
PCD^1.3.6.1.4.1.19376.1.6.1.15.1^ISO
MSA|AA|1421727433
ERR||0^Message
Accepted^HL70357|I|126976^MDCC4MI_ATTR_CMI_MCCP^MDC||MCCP_VER=001
CCID=[Version]:[VendorID]:[Type]:[ComponentID] RBV=1.0.0
CCS=Operational SWV=1.0.0 MM=CMI%204000
FCCP=https://medicalinteroperability.org/make_model_xyz
CONFIG=https://medicalinteroperability.org/make_model_xyz/config
OPT=Additional%20Info
ERR||0^Message
Accepted^HL70357|I|126981^MDCC4MI_ATTR_CMI_CME_CMD^MDC|123456|CMD=CFG_
INTERVAL INTERVAL=300
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